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Abstract—Software reuse and model-driven engineering (MDE) are two distinct approaches that attempt to improve quality and productivity in software projects. Much is said about how MDE can increase software reuse by reducing the amount of hand-written code, but few studies consider the fact that in MDE other artifacts – models, tools, transformations and code generators – come into play and need to be considered. How much more reuse can we achieve with MDE? How reusable are these MDE-specific assets? Motivated by these questions, this paper presents the observations made in three exploratory studies. In each study, the same software was developed with and without MDE, and a comparison based on reuse metrics was made. The results indicate that MDE can increase and/or improve software reuse in different ways, but with some associated costs, such as increased software complexity and decreased maintainability. In the context of our observations, complex technical domains have more to gain from the automation achieved with MDE, while business domains seem to be more suitable for simpler feature-based configuration. We conclude the paper pointing out more studies that could be performed to gain additional knowledge regarding MDE and reuse.

I. INTRODUCTION

Software reuse can bring benefits in terms of quality and productivity. But code reuse is not enough, and only through higher level reuse we can start to see real benefits [1]. In model-driven engineering (MDE), reuse is achieved through generative programming, domain-specific languages (DSL) and software transformations, which not only save considerable effort in repetitive tasks, but can reduce the semantic gap between the problem and the implementation/solution [2], thus effectively increasing the abstraction level where reuse takes place.

Although MDE and software reuse seem to be a natural match, there is little evidence on the application of MDE and the observed benefits [3]. There are many literature reports describing gains in terms of productivity due to code generation, but only a few discuss the impact caused by the introduction of MDE-specific assets into the process. For example, modeling for MDE may be a complex task, sometimes as complex as writing code [3], and there are specific difficulties in coordinating distributed teams in a MDE project [4]. These and other factors may impact negatively on the process, causing the overall gains with MDE to be smaller than it looks like. Sometimes, these negative factors may cause a productivity loss [3], even if we discard the large upfront cost of developing the complete infrastructure for applying MDE.

Based on this scenario, in this paper we attempt to investigate such issues from a reuse perspective. We explore how MDE can influence software reuse, considering that MDE increases the abstraction level through modeling and code generation, but also introduces new assets – models, languages, transformations and code generators – that must be taken into account. We present the observations made in three exploratory studies [5], from both academia and industry, aiming to provide quantitative and qualitative data regarding the impact of MDE on software reuse. We believe our results can strengthen current evidence beyond intuition and subjective opinions, offering better support to future research.

II. RELATED WORK

Mohagheghi and Dehlen [3] review several reports of MDE application in industry. Among their goals, the authors wanted to search for evidence on the impact of MDE on productivity and software quality. After investigating 25 papers from 2000 to mid-2007, they concluded that only a few had quantitative data (two from practical application of MDE in Motorola [6], [7] and two comparative studies [8], one of them [9] from the EU-supported MODELWARE project, which is no longer active). Therefore, only four had quantitative data. Most of these report productivity gains when MDE is used, however there are some contradictory results. For example, one study reports a productivity gain of 24% on average. Another reported no difference in productivity. Another presented a productivity loss of 10%. And another had a productivity gain of 69% during coding. These gains are accredited mainly to code generation, simulation, test generation, avoiding defects, domain-specific languages and reuse. The productivity loss is accredited to immature tools, high start up costs, and the fact that modeling can be at least as complex as programming, in some cases.

Krogmann and Becker [10] present a comparison of two software developments, one using a code-centric approach, and the other using MDE. Despite the fact that the study has many uncontrolled factors, the authors observed that with MDE the same software could be developed with only 11% of the total effort with the conventional approach. These
are rough estimates, as they did not log development time precisely. Of course, these gains are only obtained after a large upfront investment to build the MDE support, which was not measured.

Kulkarni et al. [4] discuss their 15-year experience with MDE in an industrial scenario. They present their approach for MDE, focusing on issues that are critical if MDE is to scale up properly, such as the use of a repository and configuration/evolution management. Regarding the observed impact of MDE, they argue that productivity has doubled in some specific phases of development, mainly design and construction. However, significant effort has to be spent for coordination between distributed teams, eating some of the productivity gains. An overall effort savings of around 20% was observed in one particular project.

Lussenburg et al. [11] present a comparison of a non-MDE implementation with an implementation generated by a MDE tool, which is called Mod4J. Three criteria were studied: conformance to the reference architecture, functional requirement satisfaction and reduction of handwritten code. For this last criterion, the study observed that a reduction of 75% was achieved with Mod4J. Although these are not statistically validated numbers, it is hard data from a real case.

Zhang and Patel [12] employ agile techniques together with MDE to deliver software faster and with higher quality. They report the results of one project, where they observed that 93% of the entire code was automatically generated, leading to a threefold increase of productivity in terms of code lines per staff month, compared with hand coding. They also observed that the quality of the automatically generated code in terms of defects density is significantly higher. However, they do not present the actual data or any baseline.

In comparison with the related work, we believe that our study provides insightful quantitative data, which is still scarce in the literature [3]. Another point is that most studies measure software quality and productivity. This is also our goal, however we adopt a software reuse perspective. We are unaware of a study with a specific quantitative focus on the impact of MDE on software reuse. Also, most papers and reports focus on quantifying generated code and overall productivity gains. We try to provide a more detailed investigation of how reuse is being affected. In this sense, our study takes a more exploratory path, trying to offer a richer picture that may serve as basis for future research.

Regarding the results, as in most studies, we also observed high productivity gains, specially in terms of coding. One particular observation from a study reviewed by Mohagheghi and Dehlen [3], regarding modeling complexity, also coincides with our findings, i.e., for simpler domains, MDE can increase overall complexity and end up reducing productivity.

### III. STUDIES DEFINITION

All studies investigated MDE-based domain engineering. Domain engineering is the process of building reusable assets in a domain, so that applications can be more easily built reusing those parts. Here, the domain assets include not only reusable code, but also MDE-based code generation templates and transformations.

The definition of the studies followed the Goal-Question Metric paradigm [13]:

**Goal G1.** To analyze MDE with the objective of determining if it increases and/or improves software reuse, when compared to non-model-driven development, with respect to the produced domain assets from the point of view of the researcher in the context of domain engineering projects.

**Q1.** By analyzing the same project developed with and without MDE, is there an increase/improvement in software reuse for the project that used MDE?

**Q2.** Are the software assets produced with MDE more reusable than those produced with a non-model-driven approach?

**Q3.** Do the developers that use MDE perceive benefits in the development?

**Q4.** Do the developers that use MDE perceive difficulties in the development?

The MDE approach used in this research combines domain engineering with MDE to leverage software reuse. Its two main characteristics are: awareness of multiple subdomains, each one with a different potential for model-driven automation, and the combination of top-down and bottom-up development to better deal with complex domains. The approach is iterative and centered on the uncertainty regarding the ability to automate the subdomains. Initial iterations start with little knowledge about each subdomain, and a top-down process is followed to identify domain concepts and variability information. As further developments take place, more knowledge is acquired, and then a bottom-up process is followed, using design by example to derive higher level assets from a reference implementation. More details can be seen in previous works [14], [15], [16], although these are not essential for understanding the results presented here.

Regarding goal G1, the comparison was made by developing the same software with the MDE approach and without it, i.e., in an ad hoc way. As described earlier, goal G1 is to investigate only the produced domain assets. Thus, for the software developed without MDE, we analyzed the produced code components, such as classes, JSP, PHP and other code assets. In non-MDE (code-centric) development, these are the assets the developers must primarily build and maintain. For the software developed with MDE, we analyzed the produced code components for a single exemplar application in the
involved domain with the same requirements as the software developed without MDE. But we also included the models, languages, transformations and the code generators, because in MDE the development and maintenance of these assets is also part of the process.

There is a question to this setup that needs clarification, regarding the distinction between development for reuse and development with reuse. For the development without MDE, only a single application was developed. But for the development with MDE, a complete reusable infrastructure was developed, so we are including in the comparison both the assets developed for reuse and with reuse. We are discarding in our analysis the upfront costs for building this infrastructure, for we want to compare the reusability of the produced software. In theory, after the infrastructure is built, the developer only has to worry about specifying models and generating code (development with reuse), and so only the input models and hand-written custom code should be considered. However, in our experience, we agree with Tolvanen [17], who states that MDE and code generation should be used in a single company, for a very specific domain. In this scenario, we observed that maintenance in the languages, transformations and code generators is also necessary, even if less frequent, during development with reuse as well. So, for the development with MDE we decided to include these assets in the analysis.

Based on these considerations, for this evaluation four different developments (D) were made for each study:

- **D**

  - The domain was developed without the approach (in an ad-hoc way), producing reusable code assets and components;
  - An application was developed reusing the product of **D**;
  - The domain was developed with the approach, producing reusable code assets and components, as in **D**; and also MDE-specific assets, i.e., domain-specific languages, modelers, transformations and code generators; and
  - An application was developed reusing the product of **D**.

In all studies, the implementation obtained without the approach (**D**1) was used during the reference implementation development activity of the approach (**D**3). Hence, the final products with and without the approach were very similar. The final products obtained from developments **D**2 and **D**4 were compared using some metrics, described in the next section.

The idea of the comparison is the following: with MDE, less code has to be handwritten because more code is reused due to code generation. But this does not mean the developer has less work to do. He must deal with new, different assets. In theory, these are higher-level and better to work with, improving overall productivity and quality. But as discussed in Section II, there is evidence suggesting that this is not always true. For example, in some cases, modeling may be as complex as writing code by hand, and therefore no benefit is perceived. We wanted to analyze this question in more details.

For goal **G**2 we compared these four developments, with (**D**1 and **D**2) and without (**D**3 and **D**4) the MDE approach, from a more qualitative point of view, to complement our findings with feedback from the developers.

### A. Metrics

Following the GQM paradigm, metrics were defined to help answering the questions. Literature describes some metrics to assess software reuse, but these are not capable of offering a complete picture of how reuse occurs in a system [18]. Thus, a careful analysis is necessary, combining different metrics that may lead to indications or evidence that are relevant to the problem at hand. With this in mind, and following our experience in a previous study [19], the following metrics were defined for **Q**1:

- **M**1, **RP** - Reuse percent. Reused LOC / Total LOC. This is a classic reuse metric [20], which counts as reused any line of code that is reused without modification. Special care must be taken with this metric, because a large number of reused LOC does not necessarily means good reuse. There could be many lines of code being copied to a new context, but not being actually used.

- **M**2, **RR** - Reuse ratio. The same as **M**1, but here artifacts that suffer only minor modification (less than 25% of its code) are considered reused [21].

- **M**3, **URP** - Undesired reuse percent. As discussed in **M**1, the reuse of large unused pieces of code may distort the reuse percent metric, not to mention the extra work needed to maintain the unnecessary lines of code. For this reason, we defined metric **M**3, which consists of calculating the lines of code that are reused (copied to the new context) but are not being used. Most IDEs and programming environments have functions that determine which methods are not being called, and can be used to collect this information. In our studies, we used Eclipse.

- **M**4, **GRP** - Generated reuse percent. We defined this metric to calculate how many LOC of generated software are being reused over the total number of reused LOC. It allows us to characterize reuse in terms of code generation.

- **M**5, **SCR** - Specification/code ratio. We defined this metric as a complement to **M**4, to determine the relationship between one specification element and the corresponding generated code. For example, if the specification of a class, with attributes and relationships, produces 1000 lines of code, more reuse is happening, when compared to the specification of a 10-line configuration file that produces 20 lines of code. This metric is calculated by dividing the number of specification elements in a model by the sum of generated LOC for that model. A specification element may be a line of text (for a textual DSL) or a graphical element in a diagram (for a visual DSL): a box, an attribute, a line, or another graphical element.

Metrics **M**4 and **M**5 assume that code generation takes place, and therefore cannot be used to compare a project developed without the approach with a project developed with the approach. However, they are useful to help characterizing how reuse is occurring with the approach.

Metrics **M**1, **M**2 and **M**3, related to question **Q**1, can lead to problems because they do not consider the nature of the reusable software assets, nor the way they are being reused, penalizing, for example, large monolithic systems [18], [22], [19]. For this reason, an alternative is to try to measure
reuse through quality attributes related to the reusability of a software asset. In this sense, indirect measures like maintainability and complexity are suggested [23], [19]. Therefore, the following metrics were defined for question $Q_2$:

- **$M_6$, Module instability.** A piece of software is rigid if it cannot be easily modified, i.e., a single change starts a cascade of changes in different modules, thus making it difficult to reuse. The module instability metric (1) [24] aims at assessing this characteristic, by measuring the coupling between one module with others. The instability metric ranges from zero - a stable, easy to modify module - to one - an unstable, difficult to modify module. This metric can be used both in source code and MDE assets, like DSLs, models, transformations and generators, as it is based on the generic concept of dependencies. However, while there are automated tools that extract the needed values directly from the source code, for other assets data collection is manual.

- **$M_7$, Cyclomatic complexity.** This is a classic metric [25] with a fundamental relation to software reuse, because more complex artifacts are more difficult to reuse [22], [23]. For being applicable to graphs, this metric can also be directly used in visual models. Textual models can also be transformed into graphs, by analyzing the corresponding metamodel.

- **$M_8$, Maintainability index.** Maintainability is an indicator of reusability [18], since a domain is in constant evolution, with new features and products being developed [19]. The maintainability index (MI) [26] was used here as an indirect measure of reusability. It combines different structural properties, such as the Halstead volume [26], the complexity of a module and the number of operators and operands in it. Modules with MI smaller than 65 are difficult to maintain, between 65 and 85 have reasonable maintainability, and larger than 85 have good maintainability.

This metric is normally used in the source code, but can also be used in code generators, since these also contain operators and operands. Template-based generators, which are used in this approach, have embedded code and special tags that represent simple operations, like conditions and iterations. The following rules were used to calculate the Halstead volume of a code generation template:

- Variables, pieces of continuous code and constants are considered **operands**;
- Query tags, like a selection of some model elements or printing of some value, are considered **operators**;
- Conditional and iteration tags are considered **operators**; and
- Embedded pieces of code are analyzed in the same way as non-embedded piece of code.

Metric $M_8$ cannot be applied to models, since these do not necessarily have elements that can be associated to operands and operators. In these cases, metrics that are specific to models must be used.

The maintainability of a model is determined mainly from its understandability: it has been demonstrated that the structural properties of a model that make it more or less understandable to a human being are attributes and one-to-many relationships [27], [28]. The size of a model in terms of the number of entities does not seem to be relevant. Hence, for this evaluation, two metrics were defined:

- **$M_9$, Number of attributes.** This metric involves counting how many attributes exist in a model. In visual models (diagrams), an attribute is a property of a visual element. In textual models (programs), an attribute is a property of a first class concept as defined by the language grammar.

- **$M_{10}$, Number of relationships.** This metric involves counting how many relationships exist in a model. In visual models (diagrams), a relationship is represented as a line between two elements, or another relational representation between two or more elements\(^1\). In textual models, a relationship is a reference between two first class concepts as defined by the language grammar.

Although originally conceived for E-R and class diagrams [28], the concepts of attributes and relationships are present in many graph-like languages, and thus these metrics can be used for other similar models.

We defined a baseline for $M_6$ and $M_{10}$ by calculating the average of the values observed in experiments involving E-R and UML diagrams [27], [28]. We considered that models with less than 41 attributes and less than 9 relationships are more maintainable than the average.

For $Q_3$ and $Q_4$, to evaluate if the approach can lead to some perceived benefits, and identify the main difficulties, an interview was conducted with the participants after the project was concluded. It was an open interview, where the participants were simply asked to report the observed benefits and difficulties.

Figure 1 summarizes the relation between the goals, questions and metrics.

**IV. Execution**

This investigation consisted of three exploratory studies. The first study involved the web content authoring domain, a technical domain that includes applications for publishing information, such as news websites, forums and blogs. In this study, first a reference implementation was produced in an ad hoc, non-MDE process. Next a complete MDE infrastructure was developed, with four domain-specific languages and code generators: persistence, navigation, reports and feature configuration. Both implementations (non-MDE and MDE) were performed by one of the authors of this paper, in an academic environment.

\(^1\)One example of such relational representation are sets in Vanderbilt’s Generic Modeling Environment - available at http://www.isis.vanderbilt.edu/Projects/gme/
TABLE I
SUMMARY OF THE STUDIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>1: Web Authoring</th>
<th>2: Cloud-based applications</th>
<th>3: Scientific domain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Participants</td>
<td>1 (author)</td>
<td>2 (including author)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration</td>
<td>3 months (full-time)</td>
<td>3 months (full-time)</td>
<td>2 months (part-time)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of DSLs</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of generation artifacts</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size (LOC) generation artifacts</td>
<td>1610</td>
<td>2847</td>
<td>1375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size (LOC) ref. implementation</td>
<td>5941</td>
<td>12127</td>
<td>71873</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implementation technologies</td>
<td>Tomcat, MySQL, Java, JSP, JSTL, Servlets, XML, SQL, Eclipse</td>
<td>V. Studio 2008, SQL Serv, C#, .NET Remoting, MS Volut, PNRP, DBML, Linq2SQL</td>
<td>Adobe Dreamweaver, PHP, MySQL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDE technologies</td>
<td>Eclipse Modeling, JET (Java Emitter Templates)</td>
<td>V. Studio 2008, MS Text Templates, GME (Generic Modeling Environment)</td>
<td>Eclipse Modeling, JET (Java Emitter Templates)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The second study was performed in an industrial environment, in a large company, for the distributed cloud-based applications domain [29]. This domain presents a high degree of uncertainty regarding the underlying topology, heterogeneity of the infrastructure and environment and a high degree of cooperation between distributed components. This domain was already being explored by the company prior to this study, based on a business modeling theory featuring three domain-specific languages [30]: one to describe system data, one to describe the characteristics of the distributed elements, and one to describe the semantics of the data manipulation operations. It is a highly technical domain, involving distributed execution and cloud computing aspects. But the domain also has a business interest, as the business rules are defined using one of the DSLs. As in study 1, the non-MDE version was developed in an ad hoc process. Next, MDE-specific assets were developed for it. Both versions were developed by one of the authors of this paper together with one researcher from the company, both with experience in MDE.

The third study was also performed in an industrial environment, for the scientific events domain, a business domain comprising applications for paper submission, registration, secretary management, among other functions. It was performed in a company with a product line for this domain. At the time of this study, variability was being managed with the help of some reusable components, but mostly using configuration management. Each new product derived a new subdomain identified by the participants.

Table I summarizes some relevant information regarding the three studies. All three studies took a similar amount of time, although the third study had smaller duration and only part-time availability of the participants. The third study was the largest in terms of lines of code of the reference implementation, but smaller in terms of the generation artifacts, which reflects the fact that the participants had less time to implement MDE automation.

A. Data collection

Data was collected with the help from the following tools: Eclipse Metrics\(^2\) (Instability and Cyclomatic Complexity) and JHawk\(^3\) (Maintainability Index). For JSP files, their correspondent Servlet code was used. We used JET templates for code generation, which are converted into Java before execution, and so these tools could also be used.

The PHP code used in the third study is not object-oriented, and no tool was found to extract these metrics for this kind of code. Since this is a large project, it was not possible to perform manual data collection for the instability, cyclomatic complexity and maintainability index metrics for the third study. So we did not collect these metrics for the third study.

For other types of assets and metrics, such as metamodels, models and code generation templates, manual data collection was carried out. Since the number of such artifacts is relatively small, this task did not take too long.

The qualitative analysis, using an interview, was only performed for the third study, because one of this paper’s authors participated in the first two studies.

After collection, the data were analyzed using descriptive statistics using box plot graphics, following Fenton and Pfleeger’s approach for whisker analysis [31]. Possible outliers were individually analyzed for inclusion/exclusion.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, we present the results of our observations. To facilitate the discussion, we divide it in three subsections: reuse levels, reusability and interview.

\(^2\)http://metrics.sourceforge.net/

\(^3\)http://www.virtualmachinery.com/jhawkprod.htm
A. Reuse levels

Figure 2 shows the comparison of the reuse metrics for the three studies. For study 1, considerable raises in reuse percent and ratio were observed when MDE was used, and the undesired reuse percent reduced to zero. Study 2 also presented, to a lesser extent, the same behavior. In study 3, we observed the contrary. Reuse percent and ratio decreased when the approach was used. But for the undesired reuse percent a considerable decrease was observed.

Figure 3 shows the results of the metrics for generated reuse characterization. Studies 1 and 2 had between 40-50% of generated reuse percent, while study 3 had only 4%. For the SCR metric, we observed a larger ratio in study 2 (1:26.4). Study 1 came in second (with 1:16.4), and study 3 had the smaller ratio (1:8.1).

The first observation we make is that all three projects managed to reach high reuse levels, around 80-90% (Figure 2). These values coincide, in a rough comparison, with some related work [10], [11], [12].

We observed an increase in the reuse levels when the MDE approach was used in studies 1 and 2 (Figure 2). A possible explanation is that generators produce many lines of redundant code, and thus the number of reused LOC is naturally high when the approach is used.

By further analyzing the software assets used in studies 1 and 2, we observed that, when MDE was not used, many pieces of code were produced through a manual "copy and paste" operation, followed by modifications to make them suitable to new contexts. This is very common in software projects. However, this kind of reuse did not show up in the analyzed metrics because the degree of modification was too high, above the 25% limit considered in the reuse ratio.

Study 3, on the other hand, presented a small reduction of the reuse levels when MDE was used (Figure 2). By further analyzing it, we observed that the same "copy and paste" operation was being used, but the assembled product line required less modifications to configure a new product. Thus, even without MDE, the reuse level was already high. MDE was used mainly to automate small parts of this operation, but most of the code produced by the generators is fixed.

The generated reuse percent metric (Figure 3) helps to explain this difference between studies 1, 2 and 3. In studies 1 and 2 code generation is responsible for a large part of the reuse, while in study 3 only a small part of the reused code is generated. The specification/code ratio (Figure 3) also reflects the fact that the generators from studies 1 and 2 produce more code than those from study 3.

The fact that studies 1 and 2 involved technical domains, while study 3 involved a business domain also helps to explain this difference. To build new applications for studies 1 and 2, many small details need to be informed, while the business-oriented nature of study 3 allow for more similar products, which differ only by the presence or absence of some features. The technical domains of studies 1 and 2 had richer variability than the business domain of study 3.

Considering only these observations, it may seem that the approach is more useful for technical domains, where it can help to increase reuse, and that it is not useful for business domains. However, the undesired reuse percent metric (Figure 2) showed a considerable reduction in study 3 when the approach was used. This is an indication that, for business domains, the approach can help to achieve more focused reuse. It also explains why the reuse levels for study 3 was reduced with the approach. The RP and RR metrics without the approach being distorted by the presence of large pieces of unused code.

This in fact was one of the benefits highlighted by the participants during the interview (Section V-C). They stated that, without the approach, large pieces of code were just being copied into the product, even if not necessary. This code was actually prejudicing maintenance. With the approach, they managed to reduce this problem by creating code generation templates that perform a more intelligent "copy and paste" operation automatically.

B. Reusability

Figure 4 shows the results observed for the reusability metrics.

As discussed before, for study 3 it was not possible to collect such metrics. For the other studies, the MDE approach does not seem to have drastically influenced module instability. Complexity, on the other hand, presented a contradictory behavior. MDE seemed to increase the complexity in study 1.
Fig. 4. Reusability analysis for studies 1 and 2. (WOA=Without MDE approach, WA=With MDE approach)

and decrease it in study 2. Maintainability was slightly worse for study 1 with the approach, but practically the same, with or without the MDE approach, for study 2.

In order to understand the contradictory behavior observed for the complexity and maintainability metrics, we need to further analyze the studies. Intuitively, we can argue that the domain of study 2 - cloud-based applications - is naturally more complex than the domain of study 1 - web authoring - not only because it involves a wider plethora of implementation technologies (see Table I), but also because it involves complex tasks such as service discovery and peer-to-peer communication, among others. This can be seen in the complexities of the assets produced without the MDE approach, as shows Figure 4.

Apparently, MDE incurs in a complexity/maintainability cost. MDE assets seem to have an intrinsic complexity that is above average, which means that it can bring overall complexity up or down depending on the inherent complexity of the domain. In other words, with MDE, simpler domains, like in study 1, become less simple, and complex domains, like in study 2, become less complex.

To verify this explanation, we also analyzed the complexity and maintainability metrics for different kinds of assets produced by the MDE approach in each study: non-generated code, generated code and generation assets (code generation templates). Figure 5 shows this comparison.

We observed that, in study 1, the generated and non-generated code have similar complexities, but the generation assets - those produced specifically for MDE - are more complex and less maintainable. These are the assets the developer must work with when using MDE, and so overall complexity increases.

In study 2, the generated code is considerably more complex than the non-generated code and the generation assets. This is the code that has to be manually handled when MDE is not used. But when the MDE approach is used, the developer does not have to deal with it, as it is automatically generated. In this study, MDE is removing from the developer the responsibility of dealing with this complex code, and as a result, overall complexity decreases.

From this discussion we can conclude that MDE can also help in the development of inherently complex domains. However, in simpler domains, the incurred costs in complexity and maintainability must be considered.

We also analyzed the models used in the studies, to determine their maintainability. Table II shows the observed results.

Considering our reference values of 41 attributes and 9 relationships as the limit for “maintainable” models, in study 1 models had too many relationships, almost twice as many as the limit. For the other studies, the models were relatively simple, with a few attributes and relationships. The models for study 3 did not have any relationship, as they were simpler configuration-oriented models.

Again, for study 1 a problem with maintainability was observed when the MDE approach is used, which indicates that MDE has some associated costs that need to be analyzed when simpler domains are involved. Such result coincides with intuition: in MDE models are not just “pieces of paper” that
serve as a guide for the developer. They are actual part of the software and thus more effort is needed to create and maintain them.

C. Interview

The interview revealed some insight about the MDE approach. The following were the most important benefits and difficulties highlighted by the participants:

According to the participants, with MDE it was possible to more easily deal with two problems: (i) the high amount of work to perform many small changes to configure a product. For example, the inclusion of one feature required the modification of dozens of files just to include a link on the main page. With a simple code generation template and a DSL they were able to automate such task; and (ii) to facilitate the configuration, many unused files were always being included in the product. This was causing problems in maintenance. With the MDE approach, they managed to reduce the amount of unused code.

Another problem faced by the participants is that they wanted to generalize some parts of the domain, to facilitate configuration. They have tried before to create some configurable components, but in some parts of the domain, such as the generation of certificates, there are many change requests, and they ended up having to constantly modify the component after deployment. With MDE they managed to implement a DSL and code generation templates for it. The new implementation is also configurable but, after deployment, the code is more easily customized because it is specific for the product.

The participants reported difficulties to learn modeling and code generation technologies, because they had never used a generative approach before. According to them, it required a “shift in thought” from traditional software development to this new paradigm. They also had difficulties in correctly identifying the features, which is part of the model-driven reuse approach [14]. This was a conceptual problem of how to apply feature modeling, and was probably caused by inadequate training and lack of experience.

D. Summary of the observations

We summarize our observations by answering the formulated questions:

Q1. By analyzing the same project developed with and without MDE, is there an increase/improvement in software reuse for the project that used MDE?

\[ A_1. \text{Yes, for all studies we observed an increase and/or improvement in software reuse when MDE was used. For studies 1 and 2, reuse increased. For study 3, reuse decreased, but it became more focused, which we considered an improvement.} \]

Q2. Are the software assets produced with MDE more reusable than those produced with a non-model-driven approach?

\[ A_2. \text{It depends on the complexity of the domain. For simpler domains, MDE seems to increase complexity and decrease maintainability - hence lowering reusability. For complex domains, MDE can reduce the complexity - increasing reusability.} \]

Q3. Do the developers that use MDE perceive benefits in the development?

\[ A_3. \text{Yes, they perceived benefits in MDE, when dealing with product configuration and reduction of unused code in the products.} \]

Q4. Do the developers that use MDE perceive difficulties in the development?

\[ A_4. \text{Yes, they perceived difficulties in MDE, when dealing with product configuration and reduction of unused code in the products.} \]
A. The participants reported difficulty to learn modeling and code generation techniques.

E. Threats to validity

First it is important to stress that the conclusions of this evaluation are weak [5], as it only involved exploratory studies. Also, the used metrics have many problems, as discussed earlier. Some are indirect measurements. Thus our observations could be distorted by some unknown effect.

A possible threat to validity is that, in all studies, the implementation obtained without the approach (D1) was used during the reference implementation development activity of the approach (D3). This may have introduced learning effects, as the development with the approach would be facilitated by previous experience. In other words, maybe it is not MDE that is leading to improvement, but experience alone. However, as discussed in the results section, most of the observed benefits are caused by code generation, and this is obviously provided by MDE, and not experience. Also, the development of a reference implementation prior to MDE-based development is supposed to happen. It is recommended in the literature [32], and is actually part of the approach [14], [15], [16]. Building code generators on the top of previous experience is an important part of MDE.

A second threat to validity is the participation of one of the authors of this paper in two of three studies, which could have influenced the results. He did not have any learning difficulties regarding the approach, and his knowledge about the related concepts was above average. Nevertheless many of our conclusions are based on objective metrics, which are not influenced by the researcher’s influence. The subjective data were collected only from the third study, in which the researcher did not participate.

Another factor that could have influenced the results is the fact that, for JSP and JET assets, their corresponding generated Java code was used to collect the metrics. This is not the code dealt with by the developer, but an indirect, generated code, possibly introducing complex and auxiliary code that can be erroneously included in the quantification of complexity and maintainability metrics. The result is that the metrics are being distorted to show more complexity than there really is in these assets.

For JSP, this is not a problem, because these assets are being analyzed in comparison, so any extra complexity would be introduced in both sides being compared. For the JET assets, this extra complexity could be influencing the results of study 1, where we observed that the generation assets make simpler developments more complex, as observed in study 1. Maybe the development with MDE is not as complex as is being shown by the metrics. However, we cannot quantify this distortion. As for study 2, a possible distortion towards more complexity makes our conclusion even stronger, i.e., if code generation assets are not as complex as it is being shown, MDE is even more advantageous.

For the third study, the team’s lack of experience in MDE and systematic software reuse could have influenced the results, as pointed out by the participants. For example, we observed that the MDE artifacts produced in this study was not as complex as in the other two, and the team reported difficulties in using techniques such as feature modeling. This raises the need for more intensive training before new studies are conducted, specially in larger domains.

The sizes of the projects involved in this evaluation, between small and medium, is reasonable, and thus was not considered as a serious threat to validity, although larger projects would certainly lead to much more valuable observations. The team sizes, however, was too small and did not allow us to evaluate the collaborative aspects of MDE.

Finally, these studies focused on an MDE approach where all the assets are built in-house for the reuse in a single company. Alternatives are not considered, such as reuse across projects of MDE assets built in-house or use of MDE solutions bought from vendors. While these factors may limit the generalization of the results, they represent a good practice in MDE, as demonstrated by Tolvanen [17].

VI. Conclusion

In this paper we present the results of three exploratory studies that investigated the impact of MDE on software reuse. To achieve this goal, we compared software developed with and without MDE. The most notable observation is that, in these studies, MDE helped to increase and/or improve software reuse, in different situations. We also observed that there are some costs associated with the MDE approach. Even if not supported by strong empirical evidence, this evaluation provided valuable insight regarding the combination of MDE and software reuse.

Future work involves the use of MDE in more projects, with larger teams, to explore different possibilities and other domains. In particular, we would like to perform an experimental study with a large business domain, because for the one we analyzed here it was not possible to collect all the metrics.

Currently, we have only a vague idea about when and how to use MDE to obtain better results with software reuse. There is more to be considered than the mere reduction of handwritten code caused by code generation. The introduction of MDE-specific assets may incur in extra effort and costs that need to be taken into account. We observed that MDE-specific assets are, in general, more complex and less maintainable than average. This indicates that apparently, complex technical domains have more to gain from the automation achieved with MDE.

The type of MDE automation also seems to influence the results. DSLs and more complex code generators seem to facilitate the job of the developer in technical domains, while for business domains simpler feature-based configuration seems to be enough. The repetition of these studies, with the same domains, but with a different setup, could further investigate these points.
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